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This Is Rocket Science! 
There’s a lot of rocket talk these days—and some of the best of it is at our club meetings. 

Jim Bartlett, long time club member and aerospace engineer, has worked on the Space Shut-

tle Main Engines as well as numerous other space systems. 

He recently toured some astronomical facilities in Australia, and is going to show us what’s 

up—er, what’s down—there. 

Jim is currently working on the Space Launch System (SLS) for NASA—a rocket more power-

ful than any commercial launch system, slated to take us back into deep space, beyond Earth 

Orbit, and we’ll get an update on the goings-on there, too!   Don’t miss it! 

One of Australia’s many dishes, and a gratuitous picture of a koala.  (Life takes 

some interesting turns when your continent breaks away from the rest of the 

world!) 

Even the flag is astronomical.  

Can you name these stars?  

What other national and 

state flags feature familiar 

constellations? 

(The large 7-pointed star, called the Federa-

tion or Commonwealth Star, isn’t a particu-

lar astronomical star, but represents the 6 

states plus the territories of Australia.) 



Check out this cool video explanation at: 

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/10/16/science/ligo-neutron-stars-collision.html 

A Weight Limit Emerges for Neutron Stars! 

Last September’s blockbuster observations of two 

neutron stars merging is the gift that keeps giv-

ing.  Detected in visible light, gamma rays and X-

rays, as well as in gravitational waves, this im-

mensely violent event has also revealed the mass 

at which the cosmos’ densest objects collapse in-

to black holes, writes Adrian Cho (Science, 16 

Feb. 2018).  

Astronomers have known for a long time that the 

maximum mass for a white dwarf star is about 

1.44 solar masses—known as the Chandrasekhar 

Limit.  The exact number depends on rotation 

and other details, but the general result, required 

by special relativity, has been in the basic text-

books for years. 

But what is the maximum mass of a neutron star, beyond which it must collapse into a black hole?  A teaspoon of material 

from a white dwarf might have a ton’s worth of mass; a neutron star, being about a thousandth of the diameter, is roughly 

a billion times denser.  Imagine a teaspoon of material (not that you could get such a sample) with the mass of a moun-

tain! 

Roughly the width of Los Angeles, a neutron star packs more mass than the sun.  An atomic detonation right next to it 

wouldn’t even leave a scratch.  The interior state of such a bizarre object is still the subject of speculation, so astronomers 

have been unsure about just how massive a neutron star can become before it collapses entirely—into the gravitational 

catastrophe known as a black hole.  

Writes Cho:  Using a neutron star merger might 

“seem unpromising, as it might appear that the 

merging neutron stars would have immediately 

produced a black hole...however, clues suggest that 

the merger first produced a spinning, overweight 

neutron star momentarily propped up by centrifu-

gal ‘force’.  The afterglow shows that the merger 

spewed between 0.1 and 0.2 solar masses of newly 

formed radioactive elements into space, more than 

could have escaped from a black hole.  The ejected 

material’s blue tint shows that at first, it lacked 

heavy elements called lanthanides.  A flux of parti-

cles called neutrinos presumably slowed these ele-

ments’ formation, and a neutron star radiates copi-

ous neutrinos.”  The gamma ray burst, the sup-

posed birth cry of the black hole, followed 2 seconds 

after the gravitational surge.  “The fact this spin-

ning,  [merged] neutron star lasted only momen-

tarily suggests that its mass was close to the limit 

for such a spinner.” 

The verdict?  2.2 solar masses!  Beyond that:   

Oblivion! 



Recent Nobel Laureate Kip Thorne lectures 

on “Geometrodynamics” at UCLA 

Club members were alerted to a talk given by Kip Thorne, emeritus pro-

fessor at Caltech and guru of gravitation, at UCLA.  Thorne spoke about 

geometrodynamics:  The still-emerging branch of astrophysics in which 

Einstein’s theory of gravitation is applied to changing, dynamic situa-

tions, in which spacetime fluctuates rapidly. 

The ability to do numerical computer 

simulations, rather than just analytic 

solutions of Einstein’s equations, is 

opening up new areas of research.  

Some geometrodynamical results: 

...falling into a black hole results in a more complex “Mixmaster Universe” than 

anticipated.  The mixmaster idea (Werner Israel) shows that space oscillates vio-

lently between stretching and squeezing, and in multiple sets of cycles, as one falls 

toward a black hole’s singularity.  As if it wasn’t bad enough... 

Geometrodynamics has also been applied to 

the recent black hole mergers.  We can com-

pare the violent tempests predicted in 

spacetime with gravitational wave observa-

tions, now. 

Beyond the outer, Event Horizon, black 

holes harbor inner horizons.  The Cau-

chy Horizon, or surface of infinite 

blueshift, had been postulated, but cal-

culations now show two inner horizons, 

with one formed by ‘rebound’ from the 

innermost reaches.  It is possible to get 

trapped between the two—we think.  

See the movie “Interstellar”! 

John Archibald 

Wheeler, dean of 

physics and inventor 

of phrases (black 

hole, quantum foam, 

geometrodynamics).    

Wheeler said of ‘black 

hole’:  After you’ve 

said ‘gravitationally 

completely collapsed 

object’ five times, you 

look for something a 

little bit more evoca-

tive.” 



Kip Thorne also did the calculations for the 

movie “Interstellar”, and played a role in the 

production.  At least we can say that the parts 

where director Christopher Nolan followed 

Thorne’s calculations are among the most 

precise depictions of a black hole in film. 

Before winning his Nobel Prize, Kip 

Thorne made an uncharacteristic foray 

into the world of film, supporting the pro-

duction of the movie “Interstellar”. 

‘Interstellar’ featured the large, rapidly spinning black hole named 

“Gargantua”.  The image shows the black hole’s accretion disk, formed by 

infalling matter.  The disk is formed of debris along the black hole’s equa-

tor.  Why is there a ring of material visible over the poles of the black hole?  

Purely because of the bending of light from the part of the disk behind the 

black hole...all the material is actually at the equator.  Strange things, these 

black holes can do! 

Thorne also wrote a wonderful companion book, “The Physics of Interstel-

lar”.  Regardless of your movie review, this is an outstanding summary of 

some of the physics of black holes, in a very readable format. 

For something a bit heavier—in every sense of the word—you can still find 

the classic text on gravitation by Misner, Thorne and Wheeler.  The math 

isn’t entry level, but even if you don’t ‘grok’’ tensors, you can get a lot out of 

this volume.  (People have quipped that you can learn a lot about gravita-

tion just by toting the 1000+ page book.) 

Other results from geometrodynamics: 

 Converging gravitational waves can form black holes, in some cases 

 Spinning black holes can stretch and twist you at the poles 

 We can characterized both the electric-like and magnetic-like ef-

fects of gravitational waves, which are somewhat analogous to elec-

tromagnetic waves, although EM waves can be dipole as well as 

quadrupole.  (There are both + and— electric charges.) 



Mystery Shot...What is this? 

What is this?  Lava field?  New movie effect? No, if you routinely check out APOD 

(Astronomy Picture of the Day, and a ‘must’ if you look for astronomy on the web), you 

already know that these are storms around Jupiter’s north pole, seen in the infrared by 

Juno.  Jupiter is proving to be a more complex world than we thought—perhaps the sub-

ject of another talk to our club in the not-too-distant future.  We heard about the Red 

Spot, the greatest storm of all.  Perhaps these smaller storms will help us understand the 

overall circulation, and the formation of the GRS. 


